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Introduction
How long will my battery last between charges?
It’s a simple question, but unfortunately the answer is not so straightforward.
For any rechargeable battery, the time you’ll get before having to charge
depends on many factors. We can divide these factors into two categories:
environmental, such as temperature and vibration, and operational, such as
the charging rate required.
In this article, we’ll look at the most important of these variables, and how
they impact on charging intervals and battery performance – with a particular
focus on lithium-ion batteries, which are more prone to variations than
other technologies, and on applications in medical implants.
We’ll also go behind the numbers and show you how to make sure you’re
comparing like with like when you read datasheets or battery life claims.

Environmental and operational factors
For batteries in implanted medical devices, environmental factors do not usually have a
significant impact on lifetime. Once implanted, they are at a constant 37°C, and will not
experience major shock or vibration.
On the other hand, operational factors can make a big difference to the battery
life achieved between charges. These can include:

HOW HIGH IS THE BATTERY CHARGED AND HOW LOW
IS IT DISCHARGED?
HOW QUICKLY IS THE BATTERY CHARGED?
HOW QUICKLY IS IT DISCHARGED?
WHAT LEVEL OF CHARGE IS IT KEPT AT DURING
PROLONGED STORAGE?
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Comparing like with like
With many operational factors influencing battery life, it is important, when comparing
figures for different batteries, that these factors are taken into account. The performance
of lithium-ion batteries is greatly influenced by the conditions under which the battery is
used or tested.
For example, one performance characteristic that is important for implanted medical
applications is longevity – how many cycles can the battery be used for, before it reaches
the end of its useful life. The usable capacity of lithium-ion batteries decreases through
repeated charge and discharge cycles, just as it does with a phone or laptop.
This means the time between when charges are needed gets shorter and shorter.
Generally, a 20% decrease in the time that the battery can be used, before it needs
to be charged, is seen as the point where this capacity decrease becomes an issue –
and, therefore, the useful life of a rechargeable battery is typically defined as the number
of charge-discharge cycles before the capacity falls to 80% of its original value.

100% USABLE
BATTERY CAPACITY

50% USABLE
BATTERY CAPACITY

4.1 VOLTS
(MAX CHARGE
VOLTAGE)

3.0 VOLTS
(MIN DIS-CHARGE
VOLTAGE)

This useful life is an important number and can be a key buying criterion when choosing a
battery. But it is greatly influenced by operating conditions, and in particular, the maximum
charge voltage and minimum discharge voltage used for each cycle.
For a lithium-ion battery, the voltage measured between the positive and negative terminals
increases as the battery is charged and decreases as the battery is discharged in use. It is
common to charge the battery to a maximum of about 4.1V and to allow it to discharge to
a low point of 2.7V.
If, instead, the battery is only discharged to a voltage that is higher than 2.7V, then it will
only discharge part of its capacity. For example, picking a minimum voltage of more than
3V might mean that the battery is only discharged to 40% or 50% of its capacity. This
is called Depth of Discharge (DOD) – fully discharging the battery is described as 100%
DOD. Another alteration that can be made is changing the upper voltage endpoint from
4.1V to a lower value.
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4.1 VOLTS
(MAX CHARGE
VOLTAGE)

2.7 VOLTS
(MIN DIS-CHARGE
VOLTAGE)

Quallion’s standard operational voltage range is 4.1V to 2.7V

So how important are these voltage
changes to useful battery life?
The answer is: they are highly significant. Changing DOD and the upper voltage, even by relatively small amounts,
can easily change the number of charge-discharge cycles in a battery’s life by a factor of five, or even more.
In tests, we have undertaken on Quallion batteries, we have demonstrated excellent low capacity fade performance
while cycling the batteries at Depth-of-Discharge (DoD) values of 100% to 20%. The capacity fade performance
may be minimized even further during the electrical cycling by reducing the End-of-Charge Voltage (EoCV) level at
which the battery stops performing the electrical charge period. Modifying the EoCV from the maximum recommended
value of 4.1V to a lower value of 4.0V will increase the recoverable useable capacity value of the battery.
When we look at 100% DOD, which is a common use case in a medical application, we examine the cycle life of the
battery at the point where 80% of the initial retained capacity is reached. This operational cycle life value is specified
by most medical applications and the value at which is required varies upon the intended use of the medical device.
Routinely, medical applications require a battery to meet 500 to 1,000 cycles under a 100% DoD cycling condition while
maintaining 80% of the initial retained capacity of the battery at Beginning-of-Life (BOL). The Quallion chemistry
used in its medical batteries exceeds these cycle requirements with an 80% retained capacity or better.
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Conclusions
We have shown how relatively small changes in operating conditions, for example
charge and discharge voltages, can cause large changes in battery lifetime, or useful
life. When comparing batteries, it is important to bear this in mind, and make sure any
figures provided by manufacturers are based on the same conditions.
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EnerSys®, the global leader in stored energy solutions for industrial applications, manufactures
and distributes reserve power and motive power batteries, battery chargers, power
equipment, battery accessories and outdoor equipment enclosure solutions to customers
worldwide. Motive power batteries and chargers are utilized in electric forklift trucks and
other commercial electric powered vehicles. Reserve power batteries are used in the
telecommunication and utility industries, uninterruptible power supplies, and numerous
applications requiring stored energy solutions including medical, aerospace and defense
systems. Outdoor equipment enclosure products are utilized in the telecommunication,
cable, utility, transportation industries and by government and defense customers. The
company also provides aftermarket and customer support services to its customers in
over 100 countries through its sales and manufacturing locations around the world. With
the recent Alpha® acquisition, EnerSys® provides highly integrated power solutions and
services to broadband, telecom, renewable and industrial customers.
More information regarding EnerSys® medical batteries can be found at:
medical.enersys.com.

Any data, descriptions or specifications set forth herein are subject to change without notice. Before using the product(s), the user is advised and cautioned to make its own determination and assessment of the suitability of the product(s) for the specific use in
question and is further advised against relying on the information contained herein as it may relate to any general use or indistinct application. It is the ultimate responsibility of the user to ensure that the product is suited and the information is applicable to the user’s
specific application. The product(s) featured herein will be used under conditions beyond the manufacturer’s control and therefore all warranties, either express or implied, concerning the fitness or suitability of such product(s) for any particular use or in any specific
application, are disclaimed. The user expressly assumes all risk and liability, whether based in contract, tort or otherwise, in connection with the use of the information contained herein or the product itself.
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